DISCIPLINE GUIDELINES

A. PUBLIC SERVICE OFFICER:

SERIOUS FIGHTING (VIOLENT) WHEN ONE IS ANGRY AND DEFINITELY TRYING TO CAUSE INJURY.

PHYSICAL VIOLENCE (SINGULAR VIOLENT ACTS) DELIBERATELY HITTING, KICKING, TRYING TO CUT SOMEONE, TACKLING, WITH NO SEEKING PROVOCATION.

RILICING ANOTHER'S PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

VANDALISM: DELIBERATE DESTRUCTION OF PROPERTY OF THE COLLECTIVE. (EVERYTHING HERE BELONGS TO THE COLLECTIVE.)

STEALING: TAKING SOMETHING THAT IS NOT YOUR OWN WITHOUT PERMISSION. POSSESSION OF A STOLEN ITEM OR STOLEN ITEMS.

MALICIOUS TEASING: MAKING FUN OF SOMEONE'S SEXUAL PREFERENCES, REMARKS OF A PERSONAL NATURE INVOLVING OTHERS OR RELATIVES OF ONE, MENTAL DEFICIENCIES, LACK OF COORDINATION, ETC.

THROWING ROCKS AND OTHER DANGEROUS OBJECTS IN SUCH A MANNER TO CAUSE INJURY.

PROVOCATION: BEHAVIOR LIABLE TO CAUSING ANOTHER TO FIGHT, HIT BACK, SUCH AS INCESSANT TEASING AND TEASING ABOUT THINGS ONE KNOWS IS DISTASTEFUL TO ANOTHER.

EXTREME BOISTEROUSNESS: DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR, LOUD BEHAVIOR, PLAYFUL, CALLING OUT IN CLASS HAVING A TEMPER TANTRUM, EXCESSIVE TALKING, RUNNING AROUND CLASS.

EXTREME VERBAL ABUSE: CURSING, TALKING DOWN TO PEERS, TEACHERS, OTHERS.

DECEIT: COPYING/CHEATING OR GIVING ANSWERS IN TESTS, SITUATIONS, WITNESSES TO LIES OR HALF TRUTHS, GIVING FALSE INFORMATION, TALKING BEHIND THE BACKS OF OTHERS.

CUTTING CLASSES WITHOUT PERMISSION OR WITHOUT AN EXCUSE IS REALLY SERIOUS AND SHOULD BE REPORTED TO CLARA IMMEDIATELY.

B. ON ACQUIRING PUBLIC SERVICE UNIFORM

NUMBER OF POINTS CONSTITUTING CLASSROOM WARNINGS ARE:

PREP'S "A" AND "B" & PRIMARY 1

- 5 points = 1 classroom warning
- 2 classroom warning = 1 floor warning

PRIMARYS 2, 3, & 4

- 3 points = 1 classroom warning
- 2 classroom warning = 1 floor warning

** ALL BEHAVIOR EARNING CLASSROOM P.S.U. POINTS SHOULD BE DEALT WITH IMMEDIATELY, HOWEVER,
FRES "A" & "B" & PRIMARY 1 & 2

1. THE CHILD SHOULD IMMEDIATELY BE INFORMED OF WHAT HE/SHE DID WRONG AND ISOLATED OR KEPT (LENGTH OF TIME OF KEPT DEPENDS ON CHILD AND SITUATION.)

2. FOR EXTREME PROBLEMS, THE CHILD SHOULD ALSO DO ONE OF THE DISCIPLINES:
   - CLEAN ONE OF THE SCHOOL'S PAVILIONS
   - EAT TRASH CONTAINERS IF ONE OF THE SCHOOL'S PAVILIONS
   - GO TO TAT'S DISCIPLINE CLASS
   
   NOTE: BE SURE TO SEND A NOTE TO TAT TELLING HER WHY THE CHILD IS SENT THERE.

PRIMARY 3 & 4

1. THE CHILD SHOULD IMMEDIATELY BE INFORMED OF WHAT HE/SHE DID WRONG, AND TOLD WHY DISCIPLINE IS NECESSARY.

2. THE CHILD WILL ALSO STAY IN AFTER SCHOOL TO RECEIVE ONE OF THESE DISCIPLINES:
   - HELP SHOWER CHILDREN IN ART. ONE
   - HELP FOLD BABY DIAPERS OR FOLD CLOTHES IN ART. ONE
   - HELP LICK WASH TABLES AND LENSES IN THE DINING ROOM PAVILION (NO PLAYING
     ARCOUL)
   - PICK UP PAPER AROUND COTTAGE TACLIT

C. CLASSROOM AND ASSEMBLY BEHAVIOR CONSTITUTING P.S.U. POINTS

1. SHOWING DISRESPECT TO TEACHERS AND PEERS

2. EXCESSIVE TALKING

3. PLAYFUL HITTING

4. REFUSAL TO PARTICIPATE IN CLASS

5. GOING TO CLASS 5-10 MINUTES AFTER CLASS STARTS

6. LIGHT PLAYFUL TEASING

7. NAME CALLING

8. EXTREME OR EXCESSIVE CURSING

9. RUNNING AROUND THE CLASSROOM OR PAVILION

10. REFUSAL TO BE SEATED OR STAY SEATED ON BENCH IN CLASS OR ASSEMBLY

11. EATING IN CLASS OR SCHOOL ASSEMBLY

12. RETURNING LATE FROM BREAKS

13. REFUSING TO HELP WITH CLEAN UP

14. MISMANAGING BOOKS AND OTHER SCHOOL PROPERTY. (THIS INCLUDES BOOKS, TEACHERS
    SHOULD MAKE SURE THAT STUDENTS ARE GIVEN INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ENFORCING THIS)

15. REFUSING TO DO CLASSROOM DISCIPLINE

16. REFUSING TO COME TO TEACHERS' CONFERENCE

17. NEGATIVITY. COMPLAINING CONSTANTLY, WHINNING, REFUSAL TO COMPLY

18. BRAZING AND / OR COIZING HAIR.